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Moderato

Life after all is a
Love after all is

the

lit-tle while, It does-not last very long

on-ly thing, For it makes the world go round.

Life just consists of a tear, a smile You can
Rich-es hap-pi-ness may bring, But
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only do right or wrong
that is not what I've found
Life is a journey I would far sooner be

we must take together or else alone poor with you Rather than be alone.

But if we meet at the end of the journey
Let's go together all through life's journey

roll. Moderato

Then you'll own
Then you'll own

5959-4 If You'll Just Wait etc.
Refrain
Slow with expression

long lane that has no turning 'Tis a
proverb that's old but true
When you
start off there's no returning
What do
I care if I'm with you?
What do

5959-4 If You'll Just Wait etc.
down at the end of the lane, dear, standing
there with your wonderful smile, love is
sure to endure if you'll just wait a little while.

5959-4 If You'll Just Wait etc.